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January ?4,1991.-

CH AIRMAN .

IThe! Honorable John Glenn, Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.; 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

-1 am responding to your October 3, 1990 letter, in which you
requested clarification of several issues concerning(our recentlyissued Policy Statement on Below Regulatory Concern BRC).
Enclosed.are. responses that specifically address each of these
issues.

. As you recall f rom our letter _ to you on June 27, 1990, the BRC!
policy builds-on an earlier policy (1986) addressing waste
disposal exemption 1 decisions. The focus of the recent DRC policy
extends beyond waste disposal to offer a-consistent framework for
NRC2exemptionLdecisions invo-lying very low-levels of radiation,
such as those-involving the cleanup and release of lands and
structures for unrestricted use and consumer product exemptions.
In11ssuing these=two policy statements, the Commission believer
that:the nation's interests ere best served when exenption-
decisions are made'on a1 consistent basis to ensure protection of
human health ano the environment.- The< Commission remains commit-
ted to the' proper regula' tion of radioactive materials under its
jurisdiction = based on the: risks that those materials pose. To
require:that'all redioactive materials be controlled in the same
strict. manner regardless of the risks they pose would 'not be a

- sound use: of limited _ national resources. In this regard, we-

believe: our approach is fully consistent with those of other
Federal agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA)=and_the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), who have formu-
lated _or arc attempting to formulate-similar policies for the

-hazardous material they-regulate.-

The NRC briefed your. staff and others who were interested at the
=timerwe announced 1the BRC policy.; The NRC stands ready to,

.further clarify any remaining arcas about the policy at your
request.

Sincerely,

~

9102080085 910124
PDR COMMS NRCC
CORRESPONDENCE PDR
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS OF SEfMTOR GLENN

COMMENT /0VES110N 1. "Perhaps the greatest concern to me is the apparent
obsence of raethods by which the NRC will ensure that during un exemption
action, everything will take place according to plen. It is not clear to me
that the tiP.C will be able to determine, for example, that a licensee is, in
f act, dumping only the allowed amounts and types of radioactive waste at a
municipal landfili.''

RESPONSE 1.

The Cemission will determine tcmpliance with BRC criteria, as they may be

incorporated into hkC licensing and rulemaking decisions, using the same

general methods the Commission already uses to evaluate licensees' practices

ard verify conpliance with existing iicense conditions and regulations. The

approach is based upon an audit system of inspection and enforcement. NRC

inspects licensees on a periodic basis, including unannounced inspections.

Enforcement actions are promptly initiated when NRC identifies viol &tions of

license conditions or regulotions. 1his approach has generally proven to be

effective in ensuring protection cf the public health and safety and the

environment by the commercial nuclear incustry over the last forty years.

The specific niethods that will be used to ensure compliance with BRC

provisions will be determined primarily through the rulemakings that will

be necesary to implement the BRC policy. These rulemakings will be based on

careful review and analysis by the NRC and other appropriate agencies (e.g.,

the Environmental Protection Agency and State agencies for decommissioning

criteria). The rulemakings will be conducted in an open environment with

opportunity for public review eno coment. During the rulemaking process,

hRC will establish specific conditions, constraints, and requirements that

are necessary to ensure that licensee actions are carried out in accordance

i
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with the exemption provisions. NRC would then specifically authorize

licensees to use the exemption provisions through their licenses, provided

that they abided by the conditions, constraints', and requirements. Once an

exemption:is granted, the NRC will examine records and verify adherence to

the exemption conditions through periodic, on-site inspections. Such

inspections would be initiated as a routine matter or in response-to

allegations and reports from third parties and licensee employees.

Violations of the requirements would trigger enforcement actions in
~

accordance with Appendix C of 10 CFR Part 2, including, where appropriate,

; orders to take special actions to protect the public health and safety and.

the environment (e.g... characterization and removal of contaninated material

- inexcessofauthorizedlimits).

NRC's-implementation of decommissioning criteria provides a concrete example

- of how the Commission will make every reasonable ' effort to ensure that -

- exemption actions take place according to-plan. In.accordance with the-

BRC-p.olicy and the Commission's General Requirements for Decommissioning;
,

Nuclearfacilities(53FR~24018,-June 27.1988), the NRC staff is presently

- developing. residual radioactivity criteria to guide the decontamination and
~

cleanup of-contaminated structures,-lands, and other materials. NRC is-

coordinating the development of the criteria with EPA.and other cognizant

' Federal and~ State agencies.-
.
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- Once established..these criteria would be used by IIRC to evaluate the

adequacy of licensee decontamination and- cleanup programs, As a part of

this: process, NRC intends.that licensees would demonstrate through appro-

priate. radiological' surveys that residual radiation is below the criteria

prior:to termination of licenses and release of sites for unrestricted use.

NRC's review of the111censee's cleanup program, including documentation of

- compliance with the_ criteria, will evaluate potential human and environ-

mental exposure to-residual radioactivity, such as potential future releases

to groundwater'and surface water resources, in addition, NRC would

indcrendently verify compliance through its own surveys and require

licenseesLto take additional actions where appropriate to ensure protection

- of the public health and safety and the environment. Collectively, these

actions on_the-part of licensees and the NRC will provide reasonable

assurance that-future cleanup actions.are completed in accordance'with the

- residual-- radioactivity ' criteria.
,

,
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' COMMENT / QUESTION 2. How will the Commission determine that 10 years down
the road, a deconmissioned site is not beginning to contaminate ground water
more than had been anticipated?-

RESPONSE 2.-

As discussed in Response 1, the NRC intends to analyze carefully the

potential for future contamination or migration of residual radioactivity

before the NRC would terminate a license,and release a site for unrestricted

use. The Commission would not terminate a license without reasonable

assurance that. residual radioactivity will not cause future contamination of

ground water resources or pose significant risks to human health and the

environment._

The NRC staff-is presently wrestl_ing with this issue,'which appears

to be especially problematical for naturally occurring _ radionuclides

- associated-with licensed activities like uranium, thorium, and radium.

Given the background levels of-these long-lived radionuclides that occur.

naturally in the environment, it may be difficult to demonstrate compliance

.with residual-radioactivity criteria that are consistent with the criteria

in the BRC policy statement, let alone more stringent criteria. The NRC

staff.is conducting analyses of the potential. release and environmental

transport of these and other radionuclides from contaminated soils and

structures using the best available scientific data and HRC's regulatory

i-,+m m -- mm e v-- -----*&-Men' ret---r-
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experience. These analyses will be used to select residual radioactivity
'

criteria that are conservative in light of-the uncertainties associated with

environmental transport of. radionuclides to provide reasonable assurance of

protection of the public health and _ safety and the environment.

'One of the objectives of NRC's decommissioning regulatory program is to

ensure that future releases from decommissioned sites in excess of

appropriate requirements and criteria are highly unlikely. Nevertheless, in
~

the remote event that such releases do occur, NRC would take whatever

actions were necessary to ensure protection of the public health and safety

and the. environment. - NRC41s' currently requiring cleanup of a limited number

of nuclear facilities that were released for unrestricted use prior to.NRC's

inception in 1975, but were subsequently found to contain elevated levels

- of contamination.' These actions could include, for example, requiring a
, ,

former -licensee- by order -to undertake additional characterization,

L
- monitoring, or cleanup actions to assess and correct excessive releases of

! radionuclides from a decommissioned site.
I
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COMMENT / QUESTION 3. "In any case, NRC will clearly have to expend
considerable manpower and financial resources to model and plan a BRC action
before it is approved and, after the fact, to validate the assumptions upon
which the action was made and to ensure compliance. I respectfully request
that you provide me with your assessments of the NRC resources that must be
comitted for this purpose."

RESPONSE 3.

The resources necessary to implement the BRC policy will depend in part

on the number and type of exemption petitions submitted to the Commission

and the NRC's response to the petitions, as well as the results of our

ongoing re-evaluation of existing generic exemptions. As stated in the

Comission's July. 20, 1990 response to Congressman Miller, the NRC plans to

spend about 9,000 additional staff hours (4 FTE) per year for BRC activities

due to the policy. These resources are planned to complete the systematic

review of all existing, generic exemptions for consistency with the policy;

development of regulatory documents (rules and regulatory guidance) for

consistent implementation of the policy; and evaluation of at least one new

petition for exemption per year.

These efforts would be over and above current efforts that are related

to the concept of BRC, but predate the release of the policy statement, )

including development of the residual radioactivity criteria, which are

necessary to implement fully the Commission's General Requirements for

Decomissioning Nuclear Facilities (53 FR 24018, June 27,1988), and

1
1

__
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analysis of petitions for rulemaking, such as the petitions submitted by

Rockefeller University and University of Utah for certain types of bio-

medical research wastes. NRC has budgeted-approximately 18,000 staff hours

(8FTE)and1.2milliondollarsincontractualsupport-ineachofthenext-

several years for activities related to and precipitated by -the BRC_ policy.

Resources for inspection and enforcement activities associated with the BRC

policy would be in addition to the estimates above. H =ever, it is ,

d(fficult to estimate the icvel of reso0rces for these~activitics as their-

reed will be determined by the rulemakings and other NRC actions takent

.

to implement the policy and because NRC is already conducting some of these

activities without the benefit of_the cocrdinated-and consistent framework i
*~

-provided -by _ the BRC policy, for example, establishment of residual radio-

activity criteria-may actually decrease the present level of resources

,.- . assigned to inspection and verification-of deconinissioning actions because r

implementation of the policy would provide for-consistent criteria, which

. resently are evaluated and adopted on a site-specific basis. . Thus,px

. implementation-of the BRC policy through development of generic criteria

should save_NRC inspection and enforcement resources in this area._ Overall,

we expect that the BRC policy and related activities will. lead to a'more

' efficient use ofjgency resources in evaluating, implementing, inspecting,'

and enforcing exemption decisions.
_

)

,
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COMMENT / QUESTION 4. "Under authority- of the Safe Orinking Water Act EPA
has promulgated maximum contaminant levels for water in community water
systems. Among these is a 4 mrem annual limit on dose from the ingestion of
man-made radionuclides. Would_you please describe the system by which NRC
will ensure that all exempt practices in a locality together will give rise
to a concentration of radionuclides that satisfies this limit?

RESPONSE 4.

In evaluating potential exposures from exempted practices, NRC will consider *

all pathways of_ exposure, including ingestion of contaminated surface water

and groundwater resources that may supply communits and private water

systems. The Commission recognizes- that other regulations and standards, !

including _ the EPA drinking water standards, may apply to exempted practices.

in addition;to requirements and' conditions established by the'NRC in-

.accordance with-the BRC policy.

The " system",to ensure-compliance with the other regulations will depend on-

the specific characteristics of the proposed exemptions.and..thus, will be

determined as NRC proceeds to implement the BRC policy and related

activities. . Evaluations of specific-exemptions will consider the cumulative

impact of previous exemptions as.they may reasonably affect the critical

. population group, the-group of individuals likely to' receive the highest-
,

exposures from exempted practices. In addition, defining practices broadly,_

as indicated in the_ BRC policy statement, riso provides assurance that,

l
l

potential effects of exemptions will be considered in their entirety and not

in a piecemeal fashion. Although it is unlikely that members in this group

1
^
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would be exposed to significant doses from more than a handful of eevced

practices, the Comission will not approve proposed exemptions until we are
t

satisfied that the cumulative exposure of members of the public does not

exceed the criteria it. the policy. NRC would also consider the extent to

which cumulative exposures are limited by other regulations or standards,

such as the drinking water standards. Any rulemaking that would establish a

generic exemption which could have a significant effect on the environment

would be evalusted in accorjance with established requiren.ents in 10 CFR

part 51 pursuant to the National Environmental policy Act.
,

.
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C0t04ENT/0 VEST 10H 5. ''It is well known that some forms of r.icro-electronic,
photographic, and nuclear rounting equipment are highly sensitive even to
trace amounts of radioactivity. By tthat critorion will the exemption policy
ensure that virtually no waste radioactivity contaminatos the stream of
general industrial materials used in the production of such equipment?"

RESP 0NSE $.

The NRC recognizes this concern and will carefully consider in its review of

potential exemptions (1) the potential impacts of recycling and (2) public

consents on recycling, including specific concerns of potentially affected

industries. This concern is addressed in the Implementation Section of the

CRC policy as well as the 1986 policy on BRC waste, in addition, the

concern has also been recognized by industry, which has already established i

specific acceptance criteria for raw materials to ensure that the integrity

of their products is not cortpromised by contamination from naturally

occurrS.g as well as other radioactive materials.

. . . . . . . . .
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COMMENT / QUESTION 6. N?C has suggested that perhaps contaninated metals"

such as steel, copper, and nickel be recycled only within the nuclear
industry, or possicaly in the construction of radiologically ' safe'
structures, such as bridges. If so, the Commission would have to ensure
that the furnaces, etc., employed in the reprocessing, and the end-product
recycled materials themselves, are used properly and as authorized -- for
example NRC would have to keep track of the steel from a bridge 50 years
from now, or more, when the bridge itself is recycled."

p.ESPONSE 6.

We are unasare of the source of this svogestion. Exempting material in

quantities or concentrations that would necessitate continued tracking and

restricted use of material is not consistent with the Commission's

intentions in formulating the BRC policy. NpC's comprehensive assessment of

proposed exemptions would consider all potenti:1 routes of exposure,

including the potential for short-terr and long-term recycle of the

materials into products used by the public.

,
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COMMENT / QUESTION 7. "The NRC has determined that in con:idering the
exemption of consumer products, such as cooking utensils made out of I
contamineted steel, it would not consider whether or not the us of such !a

steel is justified, because ' making decisions outside the normal arena of I
its expertise' might leave the Commissici open to criticism. Who is better <

cualified than the NRC to determine whot a rts or practices involving the
use of radioactive materials are justified?"

RESPONSE 7.

It is importart to distinguish between whether the risks from radioactise

materials are acceptable and whether a product containing radioactive

material is of value to the public. Commission exemption decisions in

accordance with the BRC policy will determine whether the risk posed by the

radioactive materials is sufficiently low to ensure protection of the public

health and safety and the environment. In contrast and 4 4 stated in the BRC

policy, the Commission believes that justification decisions usually derive

from considerations that are much broader than radiation protection alone.

This view is consistent with the position of the International Atomic

Energy Agency in its safety series Report No. 89. The Comission majority

believes that justification decisions involving social and cultural value

judgments should be made by affected elements of society. For example, the

general public should decide whether a particular consumer product that

intentionally contains radioactive materials is justified in terms of net

societal benefit, provided that NP,0 first determines that doses to

individuals in the critical population group are acceptably low in

accordance with the criteria in the BRC policy.

|

_
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COMMENT / QUESTION 8. 'It is my coderstanding that if either an Agreement'
>

State.or a non-Agreement State decides to impose more stringent requirements,.

for a BRC policy, or to do away with it altogether, the state vould not be
allowed to do so. Would you please explain the benefits of such an
approach, in view of its inconsistency with environmental policy in other,

areas, and its obvious potential for generating significant ill will with
the public?"

'

RESPONSE 8.
e

t \

The BRC policy does-not resolve the issue of whether Agreement States should

. be required to adopt compatible requirements. The BRC policy is not a rule;

it does not exempt any radioactive materials from regulatory control. As
,

stated in the policy, the Commission will decide in each rulemaking that

!;uplements the BRC policy whether the requiloments asset ated with any

exemptions should be adopted-uniformly _by Agreement States. These decisions

will fully consider the need for such uniformity in order to ensure

protection of the public health and_ safety and will have the benefit of

. State review and comment.

Because of concerns over this issue and others, however, the: Commission

recently directed staff to reexamine the general issue of Agreement State

compatibility under section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, and

will review the issue in greater. detail over the coming months.:

n

4
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Dased on the Commission's extensive experience in cooperating with States

through section 274 agreements, the Commission believes that one of the

principal benefits of compatibility is to ensure, on a national basis, a

consistent and appropriate level of protection of the public and the

environment from the hazards associated with ionizing radiation. Left

unchecked, implementation of radiation protection regulations that vary

significently from state to state could disrupt interstate commerce, could

impose costly and unjustified burdens on licensed activities such as

biomedical treatment and research programs, and could potentially result in

increased risk to the public and the environment. The legislative history

attests to Congress' concerns about such impacts in the development of the

legislation in section 274 that authorized the successful and cooperative

Agreement State program of today.

Connissioner Curtiss' additionel views on the issue of Agreement State

compatibility are set forth in the attached excerpt from the " Additional

Views of Commitsioner Curtiss" on the BRC policy Stategent.

,

s
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Additional Views of Comissioner Curtiss

.

Agreement State Compatibility

With one exception,1 concurin the general approach that The argument, as I understand it, that is advanced in
this Policy Statement takes on the issue of Agreement support of the approach taken in the Policy Statement-
State compatibility. The one area where I disagree in. that the Commission's position on DRC should be a mat.
volves the treatroent of matters involving low. level radio. ter of compatibility - is that States should be foreclosed
active waste disposal. from departing in any way from the approach established

by the Commission. To take the most visible and contro-
As l understand the position of the majority, the approach versial example that has arisen to date, this would lead to
established in this Policy Statement, and to be imple- the result that a State could not require that low level
mented in the context of subsequent rulemaking initia. waste streams designated BRC by the Commission never-
tives, will be considered a matter of strict compatibility for theless be disposed of in a licensed low level radioactive
Agreement State programs. As a consequence, the ap. waste disposal facilky.
proach taken by individual Agreement States on DRC
issues must be identical to the approach taken by the I am not aware of any public health and safety rationale
Commission. I disagr ce with this epproach for the follow. invoMng low level waste disposal that has been advanceding reasons:

as a basis for the NRC to insist that the Commission's
position on BRC should be a matter of compatibility for

When Congress enacted S low Level Radioactive Agreement States. One hears the anecdotal information
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 19s5 (Lup,', PAA), it about reducing exposures to truck drivers by allowing
vested in the States the responsibility for developing new URC waste streams to be disposed of in local landfills.
I w level radioactive waste disposal. capacity. Indeed, the

ongress recognized at the tune that the States were futher than requiring such waste to be transported across

uniquely equipped to handle this important responsibil' the country to a licensed iow level waste disposal facility.

ity. Accordingly, the States were given a great deal of If examples such as this constitute the basis for declaring

latitude in deciding how best to proceed with the develop' that a health and safety concern exists such that the Com-

ment, construction, and operation of new low level waste mission should,in turn, rohibit a State from requiring
disposal facilitics. To take one example. Congres' such waste to be dispose ofin a licensed low levelwaste

disposal facility, then a more discip!!ned and persuasive
recognized that some States may decide to construct fa. presentation of the argument is needed. To date, I have
cilities that, from a technical standpoint, go beyond the yet to see such a case.5 In the absence of a health and
requirements established in 10 CFR Part 61 for shallow safety concern, it is incongruous, in ray judgment, to say
land burial facilities; for this reason, Congress directed that the risk from a particular waste stream can be so
the NRC to develop guidance on alternatives to the shaj. insignificant as to be "below [NRC's) regulatory con-
low land burial approach reflected in Part 61 (see Sec. cern," but at the same time insist that we nevertheless
tion 8 of P.L 99-240). Similarly, should a State decide to have a sufficient intetest to dictate how a State might
require radioactive wastes beyond those defined by the otherwise wish to handle that waste stream.'
NRC as Class A, B, and C wastes to be disposed of in a
regional disposal facility, the Act permits the States that For the foregoing reasons, I would not treat the Federal
option as well (see Section 3(a)(2) of P.L 99-240).* In policy on below regulatory concern, as set forth in this
short, the 11RWPAA grants States a great deal of lati. Policy Statement and subsequent ruiemakings, as a mat-
tude in deciding what kind of facility to build and what ter of compatibility for Agreement States when it comes
types of waste will be disposed of in that facility, so long to issues involving commercial low levet radioactive wast e
as-(l) the facility complies with the requirements of disposal.
10 CFR Part 61 and (2) the State providea disposalcapac.
ity for Class A, B, and C wastes.

If one interprets the 11RWPAA in this manner, as I do,
then in my judgment it is consistent with this general
approach to conclude that this Policy Statement (and the
subsequent rulemaking initiatives huplementing the Pol-
icy Statement) should not be considered matters of com-
patibility. 'The result of such an apprtuch would be that
mdividual States would be allowed the option of deciding 73,s kind of information may *ct! be a part of the waite stream

pehuon that the nuclear uhhties are reportedly eparing forwhether low level wastes designated DRC by the Com.
subg,1rgtgid held open tge ogi o r ims iggmission under this Polic) Statement should nevertheless q ,

be disposed of in a licensed low level radioactive waste y,i io ,ee a health and saEry:jusuricauon that would support adecuion on ihe commazion part that states should bedisposaliacility.
__ [[fe fgi,'QPg,ag,','hugnsys s"EdN8"$'#d

m
, d c v

lowlevel radioactrve waste dopcsal tacihues.* Indeed. the Comminion did not object when the Rocky Moun-
tam cornpact propsed to darose of radium waste in tbc Rocky
Moununn compact sin.

(continued)
. . .
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e'the aigument has been made that permitting states the option of4

requinng BRC weste streams to be duposed of in leermed km.
level waste depoul facihtees would vw up warce disposal capseity
and otherwtse h6ve an adverse impact on the compacting prtecas.
Indeed, the appears to have been one of the pnneipal concerns
advanced in the Commuson's 1986 Pohey Statement on BRC,
wherem the Comtrusseon espressed the new that low level waste
generators would 'bc cosapetsag for space in the easting (llW

wule' in| order to ensurt 'tha|t thedarweal sites and the [BRC concept thwki be apphcable palion-tem works on a national
basis and that it remains equitable, it was in rt for this reason
that the Ctwnmission declared in the 1986 Po Statement that
future ''it)ulemnin
matter of compstib for Agreement S|tates."(P|ohcy Statement.

anting petitiont onllR m11 be made a

51 FedReg wa)9, 40 August 29,1986)) Whatever ment .
that approach might havs h(ad at the time,I dangree with it for -

i
two reasons: (1) congress has vested states with the 'bihty
for devekpng and managing disposal capacity for low- . I waste

' ac.d. in new of thm, decsuons about how best to promed,includ-
ing decisions about whether States prefer to require BRC waste

= atteams to be dispcaed of in liccnned bn level waste sites rather
than sarutary landfills, are best left to the indmdual States, (2)
There is an abundance of detonal tapacity under development at
the present time and, for this reason, the concern about busband.
ing halted depcaal capacity no lonaer appears to & relevant.i '

Indeed, the decmon to permit the Rocky Mountain compac1 too-

depone of radium waste in its regional daspanal facihty seems to
suggest that the objectm of presernng hmited deposal capacity

I for the daposal of km level radioactm wasts si mot the drmng
: conssdemison.

i'
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COMMENT / QUESTION 9. "The individual dose criterion for a single exempted
practice that does not involve a large nur6er of mensbers of the public is 10
mrem per year. The meaning of this is not clear to me for a relatively
long-lived, environmentally stable radionuclide. Could one single practice
in 1990 cause 9.9 mrem of effective dose equivalent in 1990, 9.8 mrem in
1991, and so on? If so, and if one new practice in a locality is exempted
each year, then after only 11 years this policy could result in an
accumulation of radioactive material that would exceed, possibly for a long
time thereafter, the 100 mrem annual limit recoitmended for members of the
public by the principal international and national advisory bodies. And
several unrelated, one-time-only single practices of this sort per year
would together lead to the same result in cuch less time."

-RESPONSE 9.

The individual dose criterie in the BRC policy are applied on an annual

basis for average doses to members of the critical population group, as

discussed in our response to comment 4. The issue of exposures from

multiple exempted practices was a specific concern to the Connission and the

NRC staff as it developed the BRC policy. The Commission intends to

evaluate specific, proposed exemptions in the context of potential impacts

associated with previous generic exemptions. As stated in the BRC policy,

the Commission will ensure that exposures to exempted and licensed

activities combined do not result in doses to members of the public in

excess of the public dose limit of 100 mrem per year, which was recently
' promulgated by the Commission in final revisions to 10 CFR Part 20.

:

This general provision is supported by specific elements of the BRC policy,

j which collectively minimize the potential for multiple exposure situations
|

!

. .
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at any one time or throughout time, first, the individual dose criteria

would be used as guides to restrict the dose that could be received by that

relatively small number of people who comprise the critical population

group, thereby limiting potential exposures to the public at large.

Multiple exposures would be very unlikely from practices in the 10 mrem

range because of the very low probability that the same individual would be

in the critical population groups for more than one practice. NRC's review

of potential exemptions would carefully consider the characteristics of the

critical population groups to ensure that this is the case. Furthermore,

the Commission has defined " practice" broadly so that similar activities

will be defined er part of the sane practice, thus effectively reducing the

absolute number of practices with annual individual doses up to 10 mrem for

which exemptions may be granted. Consequently, the Commission cypects that

any given individual could potentially be exposed at most to one or two

practices in the 10 mrem range and a handful of practices at much lower

doses (e.g.,consumerproducts).

NRC's current analysis of petitions from Rockefelhr University to exempt

certain biomedical wastes provides a specific example of how the agency is

implementing the broad definition of practice. These petitions requested an

extension of existing exemptions in 10 CFR 20.306 for certain wastes

containing tritium and carbon-14. The NRC staff is currently analyzing the

merits of the proposed exemption not only for Rockefeller University, but

for all possible licensees under the assumption that most, if not all,
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medical and biomedical research licensees might use the exemption. Such a

broad consideration effectively eliminates the possibility that wastes from

several similar institutions could each contribute doses up to 10 mrem to

the same individuals and focuses NRC's consideration on the collective

impacts of such exemptions.

>

6

b

'
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COMMENT / QUESTION 10. "Can a single practice cive rise to 1000 person-rem of

death every other year)pulation every year (with the expectation of one
collective dose in a po

, or does the 1000 person-rem refer to the curulative
(conmitted) collective dose added up throughout ell time (which would be
expected stetistically to cause a total of 1/2 death)?"

RESPONSE 10.

The collective dose criterion applies to the dose from an exenpted practice

on an annual baris. The Comission analyzed in depth the issue of whether

to establish a collective dose criterion, in addition te protecting

individuals by establishing individual dote criteria, during development of
<

the BRC policy, in additfon, the Commission specifically solicited coments
'

on the need for such a criterion in the Advanced Notice of proposed Policy

Development in December 1980.

As described in Chairman's Carr's additional comments that accompanied

the BRC policy in July 1990, the Commission questioned the need for such a

criterion because (1) there is considerable uncertainty about the scientif*c

validity of risk estimates associated with collective doses, (2, C

individual dose criteria and other provisions of the BRC policy already

provide for a consistent and adequate. level of protection, (3) NRC tradi-

tionally has not established specific constraints on collective doses

associatedwithlicensedactivities,and(4)theprevailingtechnicalview

of commenters on the BRC policy opposed adoption of a collective dose

criterion. Despite these considerations, the Commission adopted a

collective dose criterion to limit the total population dose associated with

|
1

I
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exempted practices and to support eva'uations of enviror. rental impacts and

radiation protection programs designed to maintain doses and exposures "as

low as is reasonably achievable" (ALARA).

The majority of the Commission selc ted the value of the collective dose

criterion based on consideration of (1) contemporary recommendations of

expert national and international bodies, such as the United Nations

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), (2)

magnitudes of collective doses associated with p actices and products that

have already been exempted by the NRC and with licensed activities, and (3)

pctential technical problems associated with implementing a more

restrictive collective dose criterion. Commissioner Curtiss' views on the

issuc of collective dose criterion are set forth in the attached excerpt

from the " Additional Views of Commissioner Curtiss" on the BRC Folicy

Statement.

It is inportant to emphasize that your question implies a misleading sense

of certainty with respect to the health risks associated with the 1000

person-rem collective dose criterion. The expectation of I cancer fatality

every other year is based on extrapolations of the adverse health conse-

quences to individuals that received radiation exposures hundreds to

thousands of times greater than implementation of the individual dose

criterion of 1 and 10 mrem per year would permit. In fact, the report

published by UNSCEAR in 1988 concluded that collective dose calculations

. -- . -. - -
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only provide reasonable estimates of health risks if the collective dose is

at least of the order of 10,000 person-rem, which is ten times higher than

the 1000 person-rem criterion esteblished in the BRC policy. UNSCEAR stated

that the most likely outcome of collective doses on the order of a few

hundred person-rem is zero deaths. The uncertainties and safety aspects

associated with the scientific basis for the NRC's BRC criteria are

discussed in more detail in the BRC policy statement.

!

!

!
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: Additional Views of Commissioner Curtiss,

Collective Dose Criterion'

high, when siewed in the context of other risks that we
I do not suppor$ the estabitshment of a collective dose regulate and in view of the fact that the purpose of this
enterion at a level of 1000 person; rem. This level is an Policy Statement is to establish a framework for identtfy-
order of magnitude higher than the level recornmended ing those practices that the Commission considers to be
in I Ali.A Senes No. 89, as well as the level recommended below regulatory concern.
by most other international groups. Furthermore, it is an i
order of magnitude higher than the 1966 collective dose Beyond this, if the collective dose criterion is to be de-

tomembersof the publicdue toeffluentsfromalloperat, fined as the floor to ALAR A (as I would propose belcw),

ing reactors, the most recent year for which figures are a more conservative approach to establishing a collective

available. dose criterion is warranted in view of the fact that doses
may be truncated in the calculation of collective dose and

A collective dose enterion of 1000 person rem would the collective dose criterion rnay be applied to single
mean, for example, that if, pursuant to this policy State, licensing actions.

ment, the Cornmtssion were to exempt on the order of For these reasons, I do not support a collective dose
ftfteen separate practices with collective doses at or near enterion of 1000 person rern. Instead, in view of what
the exernption level of 1000 person rem-ns an unrea- appears to be the premuing technical view on this matter,
r,onable expectation, pven previous practice-we would I would endorse a collective dose criterion of 100 person-
project somewhere between 5 and 10 excess health ef- ',
fccts annually. I consider this level to be unacceptably

.

!
i

|

|

i

i i wouki punt out that the Policy Statement alkm hi her collee-
( teve omes tf analpes show that the collective dme is ktARA for

a r.tven practice. nerefore adoption of the k=ct IAEA value of
100 perwn-rem t'ased on dollar estimates of resources la b
detailed ALAR A anat)vs would not ehmmate the option to
opprove prm.: mch as smoke detectors thaiinvolve large
numben of potentv.ity crpmed memben of the pubhc.

.- , _ . . _ _ _ _ .
_ _ ~ _ - _ _ .
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COMMENT / QUESTION 11. "When calculating collective dose NRC proposes to
include in the total only contributions that are greater than 0.1 mrom per
individual. I ask that NRC confinn that there are no known situations that
might arise in which the sum of all individual doses below 0.1 mrem might be
significant."

RESPONSE 11.

Cor.tributions less than 0.1 mrem per individual per year nay be excluded

from collective dose calculations because they inttoduce scientifically

unjustifiable complexities in the assessnents and impute an unrealistic

sense of the significance and certainty of such low dose levels. The

Commission is unaware of any situation in which it has been established that

the contribution from individual doses less than 0.1 mrem resulted in a

significant impact on human health or tha environment. If ever such a

situation were to arise as NP.C implements the BRC policy and related

activities, the Commission would of course reconsider the selection of the

value of this truncation level for collective dose calculations.

The Commission notes that the 0.1 mrem truncation value is fully ten times

less than the 1 mrem / year value recommended by the National Council on

Radiation Protection and Measurements as a negligible risk level in its

Report No. 91 (" Recommendations on Limits for Exposure to Ionizing

Radiation," June 1, 1987). The risk associated with the 0.1.a em truncation

value is also generally consistent with comparable tb esholds employed by

other regulatory agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency and

the Food and Drug Administration.
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